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The vibrationally resolved excitation functions for Cl- formation from jet-cooled HCI and DCI,
following photoabsorption in the region 75-86 nm (HCl/DCl+hv-+H+/D+
+Cl-),
are reported and compared with ab initio calculations. This completes our understanding of the
various possible decay channels available to superexcited states of HCl and DC1 that lie above
the first ionization limit. Our experimental and theoretical results suggest that the Rydberg
states responsible for ion-pair formation in HCl and DC1 via predissociation by the V ‘Z+
ion-pair state correspond to ‘Z+ states that are only weakly autoionized. These same Rydberg
states appear to act as, at least, one class of precursor statesfor neutral dissociation to yield
excited H* and Cl* atoms.

1. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPERIMENT

The vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) photoabsorption, photodissociation, and photoionization spectra of HCl have
been extensively studied.‘-lb These studies have attracted
considerable theoretical interest and a broad understanding
of the excited states involved is emerging.17-23 Above the
first two ionization thresholds (X ‘I13,2 and X 2111,2 at
97.27 and 96.68 nm, respectively), a number of processes
can compete and multichannel interactions become important.12y21~22
Photodissociation processes to yield excited
states of both hydrogen and chlorine atoms have been studied in some detail,‘2~13~22and these studies are of importance to the present work. The threshold for ion-pair formation (H+ +Cl-)
lies at 86.01 nm, however, ion-pair
formation from HCl has not previously been observed.
Of particular importance to the present study is the
work of Berkowitz et aI.% on ion-pair formation from HF.
They observed an intense, sharp, H+ ( +F- ) peak at 77.19
nm, slightly above the ion-pair threshold at 77.72 nm, followed by weaker and broader bands extending to shorter
wavelengths. The ion-pair excitation functions reported
here for HCl and DC1 are similar to that observed for HF,
and we suggest that ion-pair formation occurs by a similar
mechanism in all these systems. We also attempted to observe ion-pair formation from HBr and HI but were unsuccessful. Possible reasons for this are discussed.
-.
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The molecular beam apparatus used in this study and
the method for producing positive and negative ion photoexcitation mass spectra have been described in detail previously,25-27 so only a brief report will be given here. The
results presented here were obtained using beam line Ull
of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) facility
of the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Synchrotron radiation emanating the NSLS storage
ring of 0.09 nm bandpass resolution [full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM)] intersected a supersonic beam made
up of a mixture of 5% HCl or DC1 in He. The molecular
beam was generated by passing the gas mixture through a
glass nozzle of 200 ,um diam then through a 1 mm diam
skimmer located 5-10 mm downstream. The pressure in
the nozzle was adjusted to obtain the maximum massselected ion intensity. Typically, this was achieved at - 190
Torr, as measured on a capacitance manometer. Similar
conditions were used in the HBr and HI studies. The HCl
gas used in this study was purchased from Matheson Gas
Products Co. (East Rutherford, NJ) and was of so-called
semiconductor purity, while the DC1 gas used was purchased from Merck, Sharp, and Dohme (Montreal, Quebec) of stated purity 99+ % DCl. Both gases were used
directly.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The excitation spectra for Cl- formation from HCl
and DC1 are shown in Fig. 1 as the middle and bottom
traces, respectively. The thermodynamic thresholds for
ion-pair formation in HCl and DC1 are at 86.01 and 85.70
nm, respectively, as marked in Fig. 1. These values were
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TABLE I. Measured and calculated peak positions and their assignments
in the excitation function of Cl- from HCl.
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FIG. 1. Excitation functions for Cl- formation from HCI (middle trace)
and from DC1 (bottom trace) together with the ionization function for
the parent molecule, HCI (top trace). The thermodynamic thresholds for
formation of the ion pairs H+(‘&) t-Cl-(‘Se) and D+(‘S,-,) t-Cl-(‘&)
and for formation of the parent ion, HCI+ (X’IIs,d
‘Z+), are indicated.

derived from De(HCl> =4.4336 eV,‘* QJDCI) =4.4852
eV,28 IP(H,D) = 13.598 eV,2g and EA(CI) =3.617 eV,30
and the use of the conversion factor31 1 eV=8065.541
cm-‘. The two excitation functions are very similar, but
the Cl- spectrum from DC1 is considerably noisier due to
the lower signal strength (estimated to be about one-half of
that of Cl- from HCl). The difference in Cl- signal
strength between HCl and DCl, which is not predicted
theoretically (see below), may be due to a difference in
collection efficiency for the different kinetic energies of Clproduced in the photodissociation process. It is noteworthy
that, in general, the peaks in the DC1 spectrum are sharper
than those in the HCl spectrum, which may reflect a more
efficient rotational cooling in DC1 in the jet expansion. A
striking feature in these spectra is the intense, sharp peak,
just above threshold, at 85.22 nm, as seen in both spectra
(see also column 2 in Tables I. and II). This region of the
excitation spectra strongly resembles that for H+ ( +F-)
formation from HF, reported by Berkowitz et aZ.” Also
shown in Fig. 1 (top trace) is the ionization efficiency
curve for HCl. The positions of the ionization potentials
for HCl are marked in Fig. 1 for reference; they are HCl+
(X2113,2)
=97.27 nm (Ref. 32) and HCl+ (A ‘Zf)
=73.19 nm.33 Pronounced autoionization structure is observed that corresponds well with previous reAt shorter wavelengths the Clports. 5,6,13,15,21,3436
excitation functions differ from that for H + ( f F- ) formation from HF. The latter tails quite rapidly down to the
baseline with some superimposed broad structure. The Clexcitation functions (see Fig. 1) , extend over a much wider
region, and the intensity and spacing of the peaks are
somewhat irregular. The very intense peak observed in the
threshold region for HCl, DCl, and HF contrasts sharply
with the broad structure observed to shorter wavelengths.
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It has been suggested that ion-pair formation in HF
proceeded through an initial transition to bound excited
(Rydberg) states of the molecule which were, in turn, predissociated into H+ +F-, via the V ‘Zf ion-pair state.24
We have discussed a similar mechanism for ion-pair formation in Br,,25 I2,37 and the interhalogens BrCl, ICl, and
IBr.38 It appears that the dominantly involved Rydberg

TABLE II. Measured and calculated peak positions and their assignments in the excitation function of Cl- from DCl.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the excitation functions for Cl- formation from
HCl (bottom trace) with the fluorescenceexcitation functions for H* and
Cl* production measuredby Frohlich and Glass-Maujean (Ref. 13) (top
trace) and by White et al. (Ref. 12) (middle trace), respectively. The
thermodynamic thresholds for formation of the ion pairs H+ ( ‘SO)
+Cl- (‘SO) and for formation of the excited neutrals H*(n=2)
+Cl( 3p5,‘P) and H(‘S) +C1*(4p,4@) are indicated.

states in diatomic halogen systems are of (O+ ) symmetry
that are homogeneously predissociated by a (O+ ) valence,
ion-pair state via electrostatic coupling. Here, we propose
that the excited states involved in Cl- formation in HCl
and DC1 are ‘2+ Rydberg states with an A 22+ core.
The initial sharp peak in the Cl- excitation function
from HCl observed here at 85.22 nm (see the middle trace
in Fig. 1) coincides in peak position (but not shape) with
the autoionizing peak in the photoionization efficiency
curve of HCl shown in the top trace of Fig. 1. However,
this correspondence is purely accidental, because this autoionizing peak has been assigned to a ‘Il Rydberg
statezl”’ which we have determined would yield a very
small photodissociation cross section through heterogeneous rotational coupling with the V ‘ZZ+ ion-pair state.39
The weaker Cl- structure between 75 and 85 nm shown in
Fig. 1 appears quite similar to the neutral dissociative
fluorescence excitation spectra reported by White et al. I2
and Frohlich and Glass-Maujean13 (see Fig. 2), thus suggesting similar intermediate “doorway” Rydberg states in
the three dissociative processes as described below. Variations in intensity and width of the peak structure as displayed in Fig. 2 can be accounted for on the basis of differences in the coupling of the bound Rydberg states to the
various continuum exit channels observed in the three experiments. In the study of White et al.,12 the fluorescence
wavelength detected was limited to the range 180-850 nm.
They concluded that the total fluorescence detected in the
excitation region 77-84 nm to be due to excited Cl” atoms
with a 3~~(~P)4p configuration. Based on the possible dissociative channels in this excitation range and detectable in

their experiment, the longest wavelength threshold occurs
at 83.39 nm,12 H(25’)+C1*(4p,4Do),
and is indicated in
Fig. 2. In the experimental setup used by Frohlich and
Glass-Maujean, l3 fluorescence from H*(n=2)
and
Cl*(3p44s, 2P or 4P) fragments could be detected, placing
the longest wavelength threshold below 85 nm at 84.74
nm, l2 H* (n = 2) + Cl( ~P~,~P), as so indicated in Fig. 2. In
both of these cases, fluorescence appears to begin at or near
threshold and builds towards shorter wavelengths. Thus, it
would seem that both exit channels are active in the excitation spectra as represented by the authors.‘2p13 In a related study of HCJ4’ the presence of the excited fragment
atoms, H*(n=2)
and C~*(~S,~P), were positively confirmed by measuring the photoelectron spectrum obtained
by (2 + 1) resonance enhanced multiphoton (REMP) excitation to populate the dissociative superexcited states of
HCl, followed by ionization of the excited fragment species
by the- absorption of an additional photon. In another
(2+ 1) REMP excitation study of HCl>’ the dissociative
exit
cli&mels
H*(n=2) +C~(~P~,~P)
and H(2S)
+ Cl* ( ~P,~P) were detected slightly above their onset energies in the following way. The U’=3 and 4 levels of the
V ‘8+ ion-pair state were populated by two-photon absorption and used to access the respective dissociative state
by the absorption of a third photon. Detection of the
excited-state species, H* and Cl*, was made by the appearance of H’ and Cl+ by the absorption of an additional
photon by the respective excited fragment atom. LefebvreBrion and Keller22 have interpreted predissociation in HCl
producing Cl* in terms of both ‘2’ and ‘Il Rydberg states
with an A 28+ core predissociated by repulsive states converging to the repulsive a 411 state of HCl+. Frohlich and
Glass-Maujean13 assigned their HCl dissociative fluorescence excitation spectrum in the 73-85 nm range (see their
Fig. 7) to several overlapping ‘Z+ and 311Rydberg states,
the latter being dominant in their spectrum. Note that the
rate of predissociation for the mechanism invoked by these
authors would be at least one order of magnitude less than
the rate of predissociation for our proposed mechanism.42
The question is, what Rydberg states are involved in
the predissociation in HCl/DCl to produce ion pairs? The
high vibrational levels of Rydberg states with a X 211 core
are lying in the wavelength range encompassing the Clexcitation function (75-86 nm), but these levels cannot be
excited from the ground state due to the very small
Franck-Condon factors implied in the transition. We propose that the states are *Z+ Rydberg states with an A 22+
core. Following Table III of Ref. 12, the dissociation products giving ‘8+ Rydberg states are successively, H* (y1= 2)
+ Cl ( ~P’,~P) at 84.74 nm that we correlate to the 4s~ state,
in agreement with the order of Rydberg states calculated
previously,21 H(2S) +Cl*(4~,~0)
at 84.32 nm, correlated
to the 3da state, H(2S) + C~*(~P,~P) at 82.5 1 nm, correlated to the 4pa state, and H(25’> + Cl* (~P’,~P) at 76.86
nm, correlated to the 5s~ state. The 6x0 curve has been
taken to be parallel to the 5sa curve. To aid in visualizing
the interactions taking place in photoexcitation of HCl
above the lowest ionization limit resulting in dissociative
ion-pair formation and neutral dissociative fluorescence,
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FIG. 3. Selected semiexperimental potential curves for HCl/HCI+
adapted from Fig. 6 of Ref. 22. The RKR potential curve for the V’B+
state was obtained from Frohlich. The (5su)‘Zf curve is shown being
crossedon the right by the 3110curve, leading to dissociation into neutral
atoms, and on the left by the V’L+ curve, leading to dissociation into
ion pairs.

we present in Fig. 3 selected semiexperimental potential
curves for the HCl/HCl+ system, including a representative ‘8+ Rydberg curve (5s~) converging on the HCl+
28f ion, the V ‘8+ ion-pair curve, and a 3110 repulsive
curve converging on the a 411 HCl+ ion. The asymptotic
limits for two additional *E+ Rydberg states yielding excited chlorine atoms, as given above, are also shown. The
‘8+ Rydberg state dissociating to the excited hydrogen
atom plus the ground-state chlorine atom mentioned above
is not shown for clarity. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the
(5x7) ‘E+ curve is crossed on the right by the 3110curve,
leading to dissociation into neutral atoms, and on the left
by the V ‘Zf curve, leading to dissociation into ion pairs.
To test the proposition that *E+ Rydberg states are
responsible for ion-pair formation in photoexcitation of
HCl and DCl, ab initio calculations were performed that
were used to derive simulated photodissociative ion-pair
excitation spectra for both HCl and DCl, in the following
manner. It was assumed that the bottom of the potential
curves of the ‘8+ Rydberg states run parallel to the curve
of the A 2E’ ion state (see Fig. 3) with the different dissociation limits as given above. Then, Franck-Condon factors for transitions from the ground state of HClLDCl to
these Rydberg states were computed in the standard numerical way. The V ‘8+ ion-pair state was represented by
a Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR) potential with an asymptotic ionic behavior. This ionic behavior was taken into
account in the calculations of the vibrational continuum
wave function of this state. At smaller internuclear distances, the V iZf potential curve was slightly adjusted in

4989

order to reproduce the experimental variation of the peak
intensities with energy due to the overlap between vibrational bound and continuum levels. The inner crossing
point of the V ‘Z+ potential with the *2+ Rydberg state
potential is responsible for the position of the intensity
maximum in the vibrational progression of the dissociation
spectrum. It has been adjusted to reproduce the intensity
maximum of the nso progression in the 78-80 nm wavelength range. The electronic interactions between the *E+
Rydberg states and the V ‘2+ ion-pair state have an electrostatic origin. These interactions have been estimated by
performing $I initio calculations, with and without diffuse
orbitals, because the electronic configurations involved differ by only one orbital. The electronic interaction between
the V ‘Z+ and the 4s~ states is the strongest, and has been
found to be equal to 7000 cm- *. The interactions between
the other 12s~states must be weighted by the n*-3’2 factor.
For the 3da and 4pa Rydberg states, the electronic interactions are weaker and have been taken equal to 300 and
700 cm-‘, respectively, slightly different from the ab initio
values of 550 and 456 cm-‘, respectively. We introduced
the sa, pa, and da Rydberg states with quantum defects
1.90, 1.55, and 0.83, respectively, all of which were both
predissociated by the V ‘2+ ion-pair state and autoionized
by the X 211HCl+ continuum. The transition moments for
the Rydberg states and the interaction of the Rydberg
states with the ionization continuum of X 211 have been
taken from Ref. 21, the latter of which have been multiplied by a factor of 2 for sc and da states and by a factor
of 21’2 for pa states in order to try to reproduce the observed broad widths of the experimental bands.
With all these parameters, we have performed a multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT) calculation, using a program written previously.22 The same parameters
were taken for both HCl and DCl; only the reduced mass
was changed. The results of these calculations for HCl and
DC1 gave the photodissociative cross section spectra for
ion-pair formation resulting from different Rydberg series.
They were convoluted to the experimental bandpass resolution equal to 0.09 nm. These spectra are shown in the
upper portion of Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, where they are
compared with the experimental Cl- excitation function
spectra. The calculated peak wavelength positions, which
actually correspond to a superposition of several Rydberg
peaks belonging to different Rydberg series, are given in
column 3 in Tables I and II, respectively, where they are
compared with the experimentally derived peak positions
(column 2). Also given in Tables I and II, in column 4, are
the assignments of the most imp&tant contribution of the
peaks listed in column 3 of these tables. The Rydberg series
assignments are also shown in the upper portion of Figs. 4
and 5, where it can be seen that some of the vibrational
spacings appear irregular due to the superposition of several Rydberg bands.
From an inspection of the spectral results presented in
Figs. 4 and 5, it is clear that there is a good qualitative
agreement between the calculated and observed photodissociation spectra, and the numerical data given in Tables I
and II indicate a good quantitative correspondence. The
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental excitation function for Cl- formation from HCI (lower trace) with the calculated cross section for
ion-pair formation in HCl (upper trace). The peak numbers in the lower
portion of the figure refer to the experimentalCl- excitation function, the
wavelength positions of which are listed in column 2 in Table I. The
assignmentof the Rydberg seriesobtained from the calculated spectrum
are shown in the upper portion of the figure and listed in column 4 in
Table I. The thermodynamic threshold for the formation of ion pairs
H+(tS,) +Cl-(‘SO) is indicated.

agreement in the line positions is not at all fortuitous, because the line positions are strongly dependent on the
choice of the calculation parameters. We emphasize that
the same set of parameters have been used for both HCl
and DCl. Furthermore, the number of ‘Z+ Rydberg states
lying in the energy region is limited by the restricted number of allowed dissociation limits. These facts support the
assignment of the precursor Rydberg states to ‘Ef states.
However, there are some differences that can be noted in
the spectral findings. Na%ely (1) there appears to be an
underlying background in the Cl- excitation functions in
HCl/DCl that does not appear in the calculated spectra.
This is possibly due to a presence of a quasicontinuum
background as a result of the direct populating of the
V ‘E+ state from the ground state of HCl/DCl that was
not included in the derivation of the calculated spectra. (2)
The relative intensity profile in the 80-84 nm region is not
adequately represented in the calculated spectra. This may
be due to the opening up of the competitive neutral dissociative excitation channels in this wavelength region as de-

FIG. 5. Sameas in Fig. 4, except for DCl. Referenceis made to Table II.

scribed above, that was likewise not included in the current
MQDT treatment. Although the opening up of a new
channel cannot directly .enhance the intensity of the ionpair dissociation spectra, the solution of the multichannel
problem can be different from the sum of the solutions for
each individual channel. A full theoretical study incorporating both of the above effects is currently underway.
We have also attempted to observe ion-pair formation
from HBr and HI, but were unsuccessful. The yield of Brand I- from HBr and HI, respectively, must be < 10-l of
that for Cl- from HCl, based on our estimated experimental detection limits. This is most likely due to the following.
For heavier molecules, the electrostatic interaction is probably weaker, as usual, and consequently, the dissociation
into ion pairs becomes less favorable. In addition, the spinorbit interaction responsible for dissociation into neutral
atoms becomes larger and larger. For example, for HBr the
spin-orbit interaction has been calculated to be four times
larger than in HCl, at least at low excitation energy.43 For
HI, it is expected to be also a factor of 4 times greater than
in HBr.4’
In conclusion, ion-pair formation in HCl and DC1 has
been detected for the first time in the 75-86 nm region,
which appears, based on ab initio calculations, to be associated with the populating of several *E+ Rydberg states
(ma, npa, and ndo) converging on the A 22c ion that are
electrostatically coupled to the V ‘8+ ion-pair state lead-
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ing to dissociation. These same Rydberg states in the 75-85
nm region appear to be competitively coupled to dissociative neutral molecular states resulting in both H*(n =2)
and Cl* (4~) fluorescence. The similarity between the ionpair structure observed in HCl and HF is perhaps fortuitous, because in the case of HF, probably, the Rydberg
states with a X ‘II core play an important role, and there
are now Rydberg states with an A 28+ core with low vibrational levels which lie in the energy region just above
the H+ +F- dissociation limit.
A different point of view of dissociation in HCl, based
on an adiabatic approach, in the energy region above the
ion-pair dissociation limit that could account for the neutral and ionic spectral results presented in Fig. 2 is as
follows. Photoexcitation from the ground state of HCl occurs to quasibound ‘Zf Rydberg states of mixed Rydberg/
ion-pair continuum character. The Franck-Condon factors
for the excitation may be viewed as the Franck-Condon
factors for transitions to a pure, unperturbed ‘Bf Rydberg
state augmented by the admixture of ion-pair continuum
character. This is completely analogous to the situation
repeatedly found in the excitation/de-excitation properties
of the halogen and interhalogen systems in the energy region approaching the lowest ionization limit in these molecules.44-51The situation in Cl2 is the exception, where the
ion-pair dissociation limit lies above the lowest ionization
potential of C12,52thus it is analogous to the halogen acid
cases, except for HF. The only difference is the energy
positioning of the ion-pair state relative to accessible Rydberg states. That is, the interactions (Rydberg/ion-pair)
are quite the same.
Once these mixed ‘Z+ Rydberg/ion-pair continuum
states are populated in HCl, there are five recognizable
de-excitation routes that can be identified. The first is that
of radiative decay, but this is apparently very improbable
in halogen systems where competing processes seem to
dominate. For example, there are no known cases where
de-excitation from any Rydberg states back to the ground
state has been detected in the WV spectral region following photoexcitation in halogen systems. A second decay
route for mixed Rydberg/ion-pair continuum states of *E+
symmetry would be via electrostatic autoionization to produce HCl+ (X *II&. It has been determined that this is of
relatively lesser importance as a decay mechanism in HCl
as compared with autoionization of ‘II states,22 but nevertheless is of a substantial magnitude as compared with the
dissociative processes considered here. The three remaining decay mechanisms in HCl are those responsible for the
spectral results presented in Fig. 2, which appear to be of
comparable importance. Namely, predissociation of the
mixed ‘Z+ Rydberg/ion-pair continuum states to produce
the neutral fragments in the two channels, H+Cl* and
H*+Cl,
and relaxation of the Rydberg/ion-pair continuum states into the ion-pair continuum. The first neutral
dissociation channel (H+ Cl*) occurs by means of curve
crossings of the 3111,repulsive state with the outer limb of
the mixed Rydberg/ion-pair continuum states. This occurs
by a spin-orbit interaction mechanism.** The second neutral dissociation channel (H*+Cl)
results from the so-
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called indirect (or accidental) predissociation mechanism53 that we believe occurs between two mixed
Rydberg/continuum states of the same ‘8+ symmetry lying in the same energy region--one quasibound (the entrance state) and one dissociative (the exit state)-that
interact with one another electrostatically. From the spectral results presented in Fig. 2 and the computational results presented here, these dissociative processes are of
comparable cross sectional magnitudes and account for up
to -9% of the energy utilization in the 75-86 nm range~in
HCl, e.g., (4+1+1)
Mb/(63+6)
Mb~O.087. That is,
where the numerator represents the cross sections for the
three dissociative channels (i.e., H* + Cl, l3 H + Cl*,*’ and
H + + Cl-, respectively), and where the denominator is the
total photoexcitation cross section (i.e., the sum of direct
ionizationtautoionization
of ‘II and ‘B+~Rydbergsr3 and
dissociation into three channels). This finding is found to
be consistent with the conclusion drawn earlier2* regarding
the relative magnitude of photodissociative processes in
HCl.
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